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ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
 

1. Can the Court of Appeal summarily deny a writ petition 

brought under the California Public Records Act, where the requester 

has no other means of judicial review?   

 

2. Is information entered by a public water agency into an 

Excel spreadsheet that is used to set water rates a disclosable public 

record under the California Public Records Act, or is it “computer 

software developed by a state or local agency” under Government 

Code, section 6254.9? 
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REQUEST FOR REVIEW 
 
TO THE HONORABLE TANI CANTIL-SAKAUYE, CHIEF JUSTICE 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND THE HONORABLE 
ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA: 

Petitioner San Diego County Water Authority (“Water 
Authority”) asks this Court to review the summary denial of a writ 
petition brought under the California Public Records Act (“CPRA”).  
The Water Authority made a CPRA Request to Real Party in Interest 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (“Metropolitan”) 
for its “Financial Planning Model” – an Excel Spreadsheet 
Metropolitan uses to set its water rates and charges.   The trial court 
refused to order disclosure, finding that the information entered into 
the Excel Spreadsheet constituted “computer software developed by 
a state or local agency” exempt from disclosure under Government 
Code, section 6254.9.1  The Water Authority timely filed a writ 
petition in the First District Court of Appeal, which was summarily 
denied.   

This Court should grant review for two reasons, which raise 
important questions as to the public’s substantive and procedural 
rights under the CPRA. 

First, the use of summary denials in cases brought under the 
CPRA is improper because a petitioner has no other means of 
judicial review.  This Court has recognized that when the Legislature 
changed the CPRA to provide for review by a petition for 
extraordinary writ, instead of via a traditional appeal, it was “to 

                                                
1 All further statutory references are to the California Government 
Code, unless otherwise indicated. 
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speed appellate review, not to limit its scope….”  Times Mirror Co. v. 
Superior Court (1991) 53 Cal.3d 1325, 1334-35.  Therefore, in CPRA 
cases, where “writ review is the exclusive means of appellate review 
of a final order or judgment, an appellate court may not deny an 
apparently meritorious writ petition…”  Powers v. City of Richmond 
(1995) 10 Cal.4th 85, 114. See further Section I, infra. 

Yet that is exactly what happened in this case.  This question is 
especially important in cases brought under the CPRA because the 
decision not only acts as a final determination of the rights of the 
parties involved in the lawsuit, but where disclosure is denied, it 
precludes other people from obtaining similar records.  The agency 
will rely on the trial court’s decision to deny requests from other 
members of the public to similar records.  Thus, the impact of trial 
court decisions in CPRA cases is much greater than most other civil 
cases.  In this decision alone, the ratepayers in Southern California — 
with a population and economy that exceeds many nations — are 
now effectively prevented from obtaining the functioning Excel 
spreadsheet Metropolitan uses to calculate its rates and charges.   
See further Section III, infra. 

The fact that this happens without a full appellate decision on 
the merits should not be allowed to stand.  This Court should grant 
review (or grant and transfer back for a decision on the merits) to 
ensure that cases brought under the CPRA are uniformly handled 
throughout the Courts of Appeal.   

Second, the underlying decision represents a significant 
departure from long standing CPRA principles, this Court’s decision 
in Sierra Club v. Superior Court (2013) 57 Cal.4th 157 (“Sierra 

Club”), and the constitutional requirement that the courts broadly 
construe authority that furthers the people’s right of access, and 
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narrowly construe authority which limits that right.  Cal. Const., Art. 
I, Sect. (3)(b).  It would permit public agencies to shield how they 
calculate and impose rates from the very citizens who have to pay 
those rates. 
 The Excel Spreadsheet at issue in this case contains 
“everything that demonstrates the rate setting and all the details in 
the numbers that we engaged in to arrive at our rates…”  (PA 141.)  
Yet, Metropolitan claims that the calculations and links that 
demonstrate how it arrived at those rates are exempt from disclosure 
as “computer software” under CPRA, Section 6254.9.   

This prevents the public from being able to verify the accuracy, 
propriety, or even the legality of how Metropolitan has chosen to 
allocate and categorize its costs among the various charges that it 
ultimately imposes on Southern California ratepayers.  The public is 
unable to confirm, for example, whether Metropolitan is complying 
with Proposition 26, which requires an agency to show that its 
charges reflect “the reasonable cost or value of the activity with 
which the charges are associated.”   

The public’s ability to verify decisions made by the 
government is at the heart of the CPRA but is diminished by this 
expansive view of Section 6254.9, which allows information entered 
into commercially available software programs, like Microsoft Excel, 
Outlook, or Word, to be hidden from disclosure. 

The analysis also conflicts this Court’s landmark decision in 
Sierra Club, which rejected similar arguments relating to GIS 
basemaps.  This Court cautioned against a broad interpretation of 
Section 6254.9, such as the one challenged here, recognizing that it 
would make disclosure the exception rather than the rule. “All data 
stored in computers is formatted in some manner to be used with 
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application software. It seems implausible that the Legislature—
having expressly stated that “information … stored in a computer” is 
a type of public record subject to disclosure and having provided for 
access to such information “any electronic format in which [the 
agency] holds the information”—would have intended to exclude 
large categories of computer databases [ ] merely because the files 
they contain are formatted to be read and manipulated by” 
commercially available software.  Sierra Club, 57 Cal.4th at 170 
(citations omitted.)  Allowing the trial court’s decision to stand, 
especially without appellate review of the merits, will lead to the very 
problem that this Court resolved in Sierra Club.  See further Section 
II, infra. 

Therefore, to avoid this undesirable result, which would deny 
access to important government records to millions of people 
throughout Southern California, and in order “to secure uniformity 
of decision” and “settle an important question of law” about the 
scope of the CPRA, both substantively and procedurally, the San 
Diego County Water Authority respectfully requests that this Court 
grant its Petition for Review and either address the important issues 
presented or transfer back to the Court of Appeal for a decision on 
the merits.   

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Metropolitan is the largest wholesale water agency in the State 

of California, selling water and other services to 26 member agency 
customers, all of which is ultimately paid for by the public living in 
Metropolitan’s service area, which includes nearly all of Southern 
California.  (PA 144.)   

“The Financial Planning Model is an Excel spreadsheet that 
runs in Excel.” (PA 188.)  Metropolitan uses it to assign costs and set 
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its proposed rates and charges.  (PA 84.)  Those rates are governed 
by numerous legal requirements that require Metropolitan to 
demonstrate that its rates and charges reflect the cost of each of the 
services provided.  (See, e.g., Cal. Const., Art. XIIID, § 6(b)(3).) The 
Financial Planning Model is also used for other tasks of great public 
interest, including budgeting and long-term rate forecasting.  (PA 
178.)    

In early 2016, the Water Authority sent a CPRA Request to 
Metropolitan (the “Request”).  (PA 33.)  The Request sought 
information used in formulating proposed rates for the 2017/2018 
calendar years, and specifically asked that Metropolitan disclose its 
fully functioning Financial Planning Model.  (PA 34.)  But 
Metropolitan refused, claiming it was exempt from disclosure under 
Section 6254.9(a) as a “proprietary software program developed by 
Metropolitan that contains nondisclosable formulas and 
programming code.”  (PA 37.)   

After the public hearing on its 2017/2018 rates was already 
concluded, Metropolitan disclosed a non-functional version of its 
Financial Planning Model, in which all calculations and links had 
been intentionally removed or disabled – similar to a print out or 
PDF version of the document.2  By altering the Financial Planning 
Model from the form in which it is used by Metropolitan in the 
ordinary course of business in its budget and rate-setting process, to 
a version lacking the essential links and calculations, Metropolitan 
rendered the disclosed Financial Planning Model unintelligible to 

                                                
2 The non-functional, static version of the Financial Planning Model 
is posted on Metropolitan’s website at 
http://www.mwdh2o.com/PDFWWA2016Postings/Budget%20Link
%20-v124%20Final%20Proposed.xlsm (PA 427-428, last accessed 
8/29/2018.) 
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any user, including the public and the Water Authority.  (PA 141.) 
This prevents the public from verifying the information and 
calculations which result in Metropolitan’s rates and charges.  (PA 
142.) 3  

After it was clear that the parties were unable to resolve the 
issue without litigation, the Water Authority filed its Petition for 
Writ of Mandate, Injunctive and Declaratory Relief on August 24, 
2016.  The San Francisco Superior Court heard the Petition on 
March 5, 2018.  After taking the matter under submission, the trial 
court issued an order denying the Petition on April 11, 2018.  (PA 13, 
1006.)  The trial court found that the information entered into the 
Excel Spreadsheet comprised a proprietary "computer program," 
exempt from disclosure as "computer software" under Section 
6254.9. (PA 1006, 1013.) 

Orders under the CPRA are not appealable; instead, they are 
reviewable only by Petition for Extraordinary Writ to the Court of 
Appeal.  (§ 6259(c).)  The Water Authority timely filed its Petition for 
Extraordinary Writ in the First District Court of Appeal on May 21, 
2018.  (PA 1063.)  The Court of Appeal requested preliminary 
opposition, which Metropolitan filed on June 27, 2018.  The Water 
Authority filed its Reply on July 23, 2018.  Howard Jarvis Taxpayers 
Association and the Project on Government Oversight both filed 
letters urging the Court of Appeal to review the case because of the 
serious public interest concerns raised in the Petition.  Metropolitan 

                                                
3 Discovery showed that even Metropolitan’s employee most familiar 
with the Financial Planning Model was unable to use the disabled 
version to verify calculations or determine what data the results were 
based on.  (PA 243-244, 314.)  
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filed a response to the amicus letters on July 23, 2018.  The Court of 
Appeal summarily denied the Petition on August 24, 2018. 

ARGUMENT 
I. The Use of Summary Denials in CPRA Cases 

Undermines the Legislative Intent Behind Writ 
Review, Undermines Important Rights of the 
Requester, and Narrowly Interprets the CPRA’s Right 
to Appellate Review in Violation of the California 
Constitution. 

Prior to 1984, the CPRA did not provide for review of trial 
court rulings through a petition for extraordinary writ; instead, 
review was available through a traditional appeal.  Times Mirror, at 

1333; § 6259 [“an order of the court, either directing disclosure by a 
public official or supporting the decision of the public official 
refusing disclosure, is not a final judgment or order…from which an 
appeal can be taken, but shall be immediately reviewable by petition 
to the appellate court for the issuance of an extraordinary writ.”] 

As this Court explained, the purpose of the change was “to 
speed appellate review, not to limit its scope… Accordingly, the 
amendment’s goal was ‘to prohibit public agencies from delaying the 
disclosure of public records by appealing a trial court decision and 
using continuances in order to frustrate the intent of the Public 
Records Act.’”  Times Mirror, at 1334-1335, quoting Sen. Com. on 
Judiciary, Analysis of Sen. Bill No. 2222 (1983-1984 Reg. Sess.) 
“There is no indication that the Legislature, in amending section 
6259, intended sub silentio to shelter trial court orders, particularly 
those denying disclosure of public records, from appellate 
oversight.” Id. at 1335 (emphasis added.)  “[T]he Legislature’s 
purpose in replacing review by direct appeal with review by 
extraordinary writ was in no sense to disadvantage litigants seeking 
review of PRA decisions….”  Powers v. City of Richmond (1995) 10 
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Cal.4th 85, 112.  “Rather, the legislative objective was to expedite the 
process and thereby to make the appellate remedy more effective.” 
Ibid.; accord Times Mirror, at 1336 [legislative intent was to “speed 
appellate review, not to preclude review on the merits.”]   

In response to concerns about the discretionary nature of writ 
review, this Court confirmed that “[a]lthough appellate review by 
extraordinary writ petition is said to be discretionary, a court must 
exercise its discretion ‘within reasonable bounds and for a proper 
reason.’ The discretionary aspect of writ review comes into play 
primarily when the petitioner has another remedy by appeal and the 
issue is whether the alternative remedy is adequate.”  Powers, at 113 
(citations omitted.)  Conversely, the Court has found that “[b]ecause 
the law does provide other means of judicial review…, appellate 
courts have discretion to summarily deny petitions for those writs….”  
Consumers Lobby Against Monopolies v. Public Utilities Com. 
(1979) 25 Cal.3d 891, 901, fn. 3.  But CPRA requesters have no other 
remedy.  It follows that in CPRA cases, where there is no right to 
appeal, the appellate courts do not have discretion to summarily 
deny the requester’s writ petition.   

This Court has previously acknowledged that, “[w]hen an 
extraordinary writ proceeding is the only avenue of appellate review, 
a reviewing court's discretion is quite restricted.” Powers, at 113-114.  
While its issuance is not necessarily a matter of right, “where one has 
a substantial right to protect or enforce, and this may be 
accomplished by such a writ, and there is no other plain, speedy and 
adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law, he [or she] is entitled 
as a matter of right to the writ, or perhaps more correctly, in other 
words, it would be an abuse of discretion to refuse it.”  Ibid. 
(citations omitted.)  
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Therefore, in CPRA cases, where “writ review is the exclusive 
means of appellate review of a final order or judgment, an appellate 
court may not deny an apparently meritorious writ petition, timely 
presented in a formally and procedurally sufficient manner, merely 
because, for example, the petition presents no important issue of law 
or because the court considers the case less worthy of its attention 
than other matters.” Powers, at 114. 

Yet that is exactly what happened here.  The Water Authority 
was denied a full review on the merits of the important questions 
raised in this case simply because the question was brought by writ, 
rather than appeal.  This is not what the Legislature intended when it 
provided for writ review of CPRA cases.  When a writ petition is 
summarily denied, instead of getting a speedier review, the requester 
receives no review at all.  And while a quick decision is certainly an 
interest that the CPRA’s statutory scheme seeks to protect, it is not 
the main goal.  City of Los Angeles v. Superior Court (2017) 9 
Cal.App.5th 272, 287 [“expediency is not the ‘main goal’ of the 
CPRA. Rather, ‘the core purposes of the CPRA are to prevent secrecy 
in government and to contribute significantly to the public 
understanding of government activities.’”]  

This is especially problematic in CPRA cases because the 
decision not only determines the rights of the parties involved in the 
lawsuit, but where disclosure is denied, a trial court opinion can have 
the practical effect of precluding other members of the public from 
obtaining similar records.  Even though the trial court decision sets 
no legal precedent and no appellate decision has been issued, the 
agency will rely on the ruling to support its denial of access to other 
members of the public who make similar CPRA requests.  In this 
case, for example, Metropolitan will rely on the trial court’s decision 
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to deny access to its Financial Planning Model to the entire 
ratepaying population of Southern California – approximately 19 
million people.  

The use of summary denials where the requester has no right 
to appeal raises additional concerns.  For example, this Court has 
held that parties to every appeal, civil and criminal, have a right to 
oral argument. See, e.g., People v Pena (2004) 32 Cal.4th 389, 401 
[appellate court’s oral argument waiver notice stating that 
“argument will not aid the decision-making process” was improper 
because it could improperly discourage oral argument”]; Moles v 
Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1982) 32 Cal.3d 867, 871-872 [“oral 
argument—the chance to make a difference in result—is extremely 
valuable to litigants”]; Cal. Const., Art. VI, §§ 2–3; Cal. R. Ct., 
8.524, 8.256.  In a summary denial, requesters are denied this right. 

After oral argument, the appellate court's opinion must "be in 
writing with the reasons stated." Cal. Const., Art. VI, § 14; Lewis v 
Superior Court (1999) 19 Cal.4th 1232, 1241.  The opinion usually 
summarizes the facts, discusses the parties' contentions, and 
explains the court's acceptance or rejection of those contentions with 
reference to supporting decisional and statutory law. People v. Kelly 
(2006) 40 Cal.4th 106, 121; see also Lewis, supra, 19 Cal.4th at 1262 
[opinion is sufficient if it "sets forth the grounds or principles upon 
which the justices concur in the judgment"]; Amwest Sur. Ins. Co. v 
Wilson (1995) 11 Cal.4th 1243, 1266 [court of appeal opinion did not 
satisfy constitutional requirement because reasons that led one 
justice to concur in judgment could not be determined.]  Public 
agencies and requesters are also denied this benefit of the Court of 
Appeal’s reasoning when a requester’s petition is summarily denied. 
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Finally, narrowly interpreting the requester’s right to writ 
review in CPRA cases violates the Constitution’s directive that any 
limits on the right of access must be construed narrowly.  Cal. Const., 
Art. I, § 3(b) [“A statute, court rule or other authority, including 
those in effect on the effective date of this subdivision, shall be 
broadly construed if it furthers the people’s right of access, and 
narrowly construed if it limits the right of access.”] 
 For all these reasons, this Court should grant the petition to 
clarify that a requester has the right to a decision on the merits in 
CPRA cases.   

II. Information Entered Into An Excel Spreadsheet Is 
Not Transformed Into Exempt Computer Software 
under Section 6254.9. 

When the CPRA was enacted in 1968, very few electronic 
records existed.  However, the definition of “public records” was 
purposely broad in order to include records in various mediums that 
would be developed in the future.4  This was clarified again by the 
Legislature in 2000 when it enacted Section 6253.9, which requires 
agencies to make public records available in any “electronic format 
in which it holds the information.”   

                                                
4  See § 6252(e) [defining “public records” as including “any writing 
containing information relating to the conduct of the public's 
business prepared owned, used, or retained by any state or local 
agency regardless of physical form or characteristics”]; San Gabriel 
Tribune v. Superior Court (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 762, 774 [“‘[t]his 
definition is intended to cover every conceivable kind of record that 
is involved in the governmental process and will pertain to any new 
form of record-keeping instrument as it is developed’”]; Poway 
Unified School District v. Superior Court (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 
1496, 1501 [the broad definition of “public records” is purposefully 
designed to protect the public’s need to be informed regarding the 
actions of government.].) 
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Understandably, while information contained in an electronic 
format must be disclosed, any computer software actually developed 
by the agency does not. (§ 6254.9(a) [“[c]omputer software 
developed by a state or local agency” is not a public record subject to 
disclosure.])  “Computer software” is defined to include “computer 
mapping systems, computer programs, and computer graphics 
systems.”  (§ 6254.9(b).)   
 In this case, the trial court found that calculations and links 
are “formulas and programming code” which – once entered into a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet – constitute a “computer program” 
developed by a public agency and fall under Section 6254.9’s 
definition of “computer software.”  (PA 1006, 1013.)  Such a broad 
interpretation of the definition of “computer software” runs afoul of 
the CPRA, enabling agencies to hide important calculations and 
financial decisions merely by entering that information into 
commercially available software such as Microsoft Excel.  This 
elevation of form over substance undermines the basic principles of 
the CPRA.   
 During the case, Metropolitan argued in favor of this broad 
interpretation, characterizing the information it entered into Excel 
as “formulas and programming code,” despite the fact that the 
Water Authority repeatedly demonstrated that the purported 
"formulas and programming code" were nothing more than cost 
allocation decisions, expressed as mathematical calculations (what 
Metropolitan calls “formulas”) and links to other information 
(which Metropolitan calls “programming code.”)    

For example, at the hearing, Metropolitan argued that 
inputting mathematical calculations provides instructions to the 
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computer, and instructions to a computer are the “definition of 
computer software.” 

COURT: I think that's the critical question here, is what 
Mr. Van den Berg did, all his numerous lines and 
calculation…is that computer software? 
 
METROPOLITAN: Exactly, and it is. It is for the reasons 
you just stated, because it is so complex. There are over 
350,000 formulas. 
 
THE COURT: Well, JUST because it's complex, does that 
make it software? …¶… if that line of code says: Take cell 
10, and take cell 11, and divide it by cell 350…how is that 
software? Why isn't that simply instructions on the 
mathematical formula to reach the eventual number? 
 
METROPOLITAN: Because the definition of computer 
software is exactly instructions. 
 

(PA 1092-1093, see also PA 1112 [Metropolitan again claiming that 
links and calculations are “software.”]) 

Arnout Van den Berg, Metropolitan’s employee who created 
the Excel spreadsheet, explained that “formulas” include both links 
and code.  (PA 233.)  According to Van den Berg, “a link is when you 
tell Excel to get a specific piece of data from another workbook.  And 
then you’re specifying where the workbook is, what sheet it’s on and 
what cell it’s in.”  (PA 238.)  Van den Berg also admitted that the 
model accesses data and performs calculations. (PA 424, ¶ 11.) He 
admitted that code is used to “calculate something that you had 
written in a formula.” (PA 256.)  “If a cell had a formula in it, you 
could look at the formula and see what the formula does, which 
could be get data from somewhere or to do some calculation.”  (PA 
242.) 

In his deposition, Van den Berg admitted that a “formula” 
could calculate a percentage of the sum of certain cells located within 
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the spreadsheet.  (PA 239-240.)  When asked about a calculation 
referred to as the “percent of total revenue requirements” and how 
one would verify those numbers were calculated correctly, Van den 
Berg said, “you could find the percentage of something by taking that 
number and dividing it by the total.”  (PA 294-295.)  However, when 
asked to demonstrate that division function, Van den Berg said that 
he could not because it would be replicating a formula in the 
Financial Planning Model.  (PA 295-297.)  Counsel for Metropolitan 
objected and instructed Van den Berg not to answer because it would 
disclose Metropolitan’s alleged proprietary formula and code.  (PA 
295-296.)   

A similar exchange occurred later in the deposition, where Van 
den Berg was asked to total a set of numbers using Microsoft Excel’s 
built-in SUM function, but he again refused and was instructed not 
to answer because, this too, Metropolitan claimed, would disclose its 
proprietary computer program.  (See PA 300-308.) 

Metropolitan’s declarants said the same thing, noting that 
formulas and programming code “access data” and “perform 
calculations” and that “simple links” and “simple mathematical 
calculations” “are the very definitions of formulas and programming 
code.” (PA 432, ¶ 5; 464, ¶ 47.)  The declarants argued that any 
calculations require instructions to the computer, and by definition, 
“instructions to a computer’s processor are computer software.” (PA 
1092-1093.)   They even argued that “a formula consisting of a single 
equals sign (=)” was exempt, because it “instructs the computer’s 
processor to go to a different cell, retrieve a value, and display that 
value within the current cell.” (PA 437, ¶ 21.) 
 This absurdly broad interpretation conflicts with this Court’s 
landmark decision in Sierra Club, supra, 57 Cal.4th 157.  In 
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analyzing Sections 6253.9 and 6254.9, this Court rejected similar 
arguments that would have allowed an agency to hide public 
information from disclosure. In Sierra Club, the electronic record at 
issue was the “OC landbase” — a database of information about land 
parcels within Orange County, contained in a geographic 
information system (“GIS) file format.  Id. at 161.  The parties 
defined the GIS file format at issue as “the geographical data that 
can be analyzed, viewed, and managed with GIS software.” Id. at 
163.  The GIS software used to run the OC landbase was created by 
Oracle and was available on the open market.  Ibid.  “Using software 
available on the open market and the GIS-formatted landbase…any 
interested person can layer other publicly available electronic 
datasets on top of the landbase and perform a computer-assisted 
analysis of those datasets in ways that are simply not possible 
without the base layer….” Id. at 162 (emphasis added.)  The OC 
landbase included “links to additional information….”  Id. at 161 
(emphasis added.)  The county argued that the term “computer 
mapping system” comprised not only the commercially available 
software from Oracle, but also the information within the landbase 
entered by the county.  Id. at 163. 
 The Financial Planning Model is equivalent to the OC 
landbase in almost every way.  It is an Excel Spreadsheet that can be 
analyzed, viewed, and managed using Microsoft Excel, a 
commercially-available software.  (PA 188.)  It processes “input 
data” [i.e. MWD's costs] “in order to generate output data” [i.e., 
MWD's rates].  (PA 423.)  The way it processes the data is by 
performing calculations.  (PA 424.)  It also includes links to “import 
data.” (PA 424.)  These are the functions that Metropolitan alleges 
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are proprietary “formulas and programming code” and, thus, are not 
disclosable as “computer software.”  (PA 232-233, 424.) 
 Despite the clear similarities between the OC landbase and 
Metropolitan’s Financial Planning Model, the trial court 
distinguished Sierra Club in a few lines, simply claiming, without 
any analysis, that the information Metropolitan enters into the 
Financial Planning model was different from the “data” that was 
being considered in Sierra Club.  Yet, Sierra Club was not merely 
about data.  In Sierra Club, it was the links and formatted 
information entered into and analyzed by the commercially-
available GIS software that this Court ordered to be disclosed.  Id. at 
161-162.  That is exactly what is at issue here, but in Microsoft Excel 
instead of Oracle’s GIS software.     

If Metropolitan’s broad interpretation prevails, which it will 
unless this Court grants this Petition, it is difficult to conceive of any 
electronic information that could escape Section 6254.9’s statutory 
reach.  If the definition of “computer program,” includes all 
instructions that a user gives to a computer, as urged by 
Metropolitan and adopted by the trial court, this would swallow the 
rule favoring disclosure because any information entered into a 
computer program is “formatted in some manner to be used with the 
application software.”  Sierra Club, 57 Cal.4th at 170.  This Court has 
already refused to adopt this broad view: 

such an interpretation would tend to make the mandate 
in section 6253.9(a)(1) that “[t]he agency shall make the 
information available in any electronic format in which it 
holds the information” a virtual nullity or, at least, a 
limited exception rather than a general rule.  All data 
stored in computers is formatted in some manner to be 
used with application software. It seems implausible that 
the Legislature—having expressly stated that 
“information … stored in a computer” is a type of public 
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record subject to disclosure (§ 6254.9(d)) and having 
provided for access to such information “any electronic 
format in which [the agency] holds the information” (§ 
6253.9(a)(1))—would have intended to exclude large 
categories of computer databases (mapping and 
graphics) merely because the files they contain are 
formatted to be read and manipulated by mapping and 
graphics software.   
 

 This Court also expressly rejected using the broad dictionary 
definition, on which both Metropolitan and the trial court relied.  
(See PA 1011; Sierra Club, 57 Cal.4th at 169-170.)  Specifically, this 
Court recognized that applying such a broad definition in the 
context of the CPRA, would “substantially undermine Section 
6253.9 (a)(1)’s general mandate that ‘[t]he agency shall make the 
information available in any electronic format in which it holds the 
information.’” Id. at 170.    

The trial court also gave no consideration to the intent of the 
CPRA or the ramifications of its ruling.  This Court explained in 
Sierra Club that the review of the term “computer software” cannot 
occur in a vacuum, noting that “‘we consider portions of a statute in 
the context of the entire statute and the statutory scheme of which it 
is a part, giving significance to every word, phrase, sentence, and 
part of an act in pursuance of the legislative purpose.’” Sierra Club, 

57 Cal.4th at 165–166. “We do not examine that language in 
isolation, but in the context of the statutory framework as a whole in 
order to determine its scope and purpose and to harmonize the 
various parts of the enactment.”  Id.   
 The trial court also ignored the constitutionally-mandated 
rule of constriction, on which this Court relied in Sierra Club: “[a]ny 
remaining doubt about the proper interpretation of section 6254.9 
in this case is dispelled by the interpretive rule in article I, section 3, 
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subdivision (b)(2), of the California Constitution: ‘A statute, court 
rule, or other authority, including those in effect on the effective 
date of this subdivision, shall be broadly construed if it furthers the 
people's right of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the right 
of access.’” Sierra Club, 57 Cal.4th at 175.   
 The trial court made no attempt to narrowly apply the term 
“computer software” as required by Sierra Club.  Adopting 
Metropolitan’s broad definition of “computer software” to include 
links, calculations, and basic mathematical functions – which 
evidence the decisions it has made as to how to assign costs to 
various rates and charges – runs afoul of the Constitution’s narrow 
construction mandate and impedes public access to important 
information held by the government.  The trial court ruling 
empowers public agencies to defeat public disclosure simply by 
choosing to enter or maintain public information in some kind of 
commercially available computer program.      

Applying these principles to this case, it is clear that Excel, like 
the GIS software created and licensed by Oracle in Sierra Club, 57 
Cal.4th at 163, is computer software, and the links and calculations 
Metropolitan has entered in that software are not.   
 The trial court’s errors were compounded by relying on 
Metropolitan’s self-serving claim that its Financial Planning Model 
is “proprietary.”  Ignoring the fact that Metropolitan provided only 
speculation to support its claim, the mere finding that something is 
“proprietary” does not establish an exemption from disclosure 
under the CPRA or under any of the statutes cited by 
Metropolitan.5  Such a finding is also wholly insufficient to 

                                                
5 For example, under Evid. Code § 1060, Metropolitan would need to 
show that the Financial Planning Model met the definition of “trade 
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overcome the public interest in disclosure.  In Sierra Club, this 
Court held that disclosure of the OC landbase was required despite 
the fact that the OC landbase had independent monetary value to 
the County and was being licensed by the County for a licensing fee. 
Sierra Club, 57 Cal.4th at 162-163 [noting that the county has spent 
over $3 million developing the landbase.] 
 The Sixth District Court of Appeal reached a similar 
conclusion in County of Santa Clara v. Superior Court (2009) 170 
Cal.App.4th 1301, which conflicts with the trial court’s ruling.  In 
analyzing whether the County of Santa Clara was required to disclose 
GIS basemaps under the CPRA, the court found that the County’s 
financial interests did not provide sufficient justification to avoid 
disclosure.  Id. at 1331-1334.  Instead, the court recognized that while 
the County may have “difficulty recouping the expense incurred in 
creating the GIS basemap,” “[t]here is nothing in the CPRA to 
suggest that a records request must impose no burden on the 
government agency.” Id. at 1327 (citing State Bd. of Equalization v. 
Superior Court (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1177, 1190, n. 14; Connell v. 

Superior Court (1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 601, 614.)  The court adopted 
reasoning from a Florida decision, which found that the copyright 
act—giving the owner exclusive rights to reproduce, distribute, and 
authorize use of the work, for whatever fee he wants to charge—was 
incompatible with the directive mandated by the disclosure statutes 
requiring public records be made available to the public for the cost 

                                                
secret” and its non-disclosure would not “tend to conceal fraud or 
otherwise work injustice.”  Under Gov’t. Code § 6255, Metropolitan 
would have to show “that on the facts of the particular case the 
public interest served by not disclosing the record clearly outweighs 
the public interest served by disclosure of the record.”  Neither 
showing was made, nor could be made, on the facts of this case. 
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of reproduction. County of Santa Clara, at 1335 (citing 
Microdecisions, Inc. v. Skinner (Fla.Dist.Ct.App. 2004) 889 So.2d 
871, 875.)  “This mandate overrides a governmental agency's ability 
to claim a copyright in its work unless the legislature has expressly 
authorized a public records exemption.” Ibid.    

III. Nearly Half of California’s Population is Affected by 
This Decision. 

Metropolitan admits that the Financial Planning Model is the 
tool it uses in the rate-setting process and in other matters of public 
interest, including the setting of Metropolitan's $1.5 billion annual 
budget.  (PA 84, 178, 423, 425.)  Metropolitan is the largest water 
wholesaler in the State.  It ultimately provides water to 
approximately 19 million people throughout all of Southern 
California, which accounts for nearly half of the population of the 
State.  (PA 568.)  This entire population will be directly affected by 
this decision, as Metropolitan will rely on it to support denying 
other CPRA requests for its Financial Planning Model in the future.  
Other public agencies, including many of Metropolitan’s member 
agencies, will likely follow suit and deny the public access to their 
spreadsheets and budgets. 

 The public has a strong interest in understanding and 
verifying how Metropolitan sets its rates and charges for water, an 
essential utility and commodity.  This is exemplified in Water Code, 
section 106.3, which was signed into law in 2012 and provides that 
“every human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and 
accessible water adequate for human consumption . . .” and requires 
all state agencies to consider this policy in their actions.   

“California voters have imposed various limitations upon the 
authority of state and local governments to impose taxes and fees.”  
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Jacks v. City of Santa Barbara (2017) 3 Cal.5th 248, 258.  These 
requirements mandate that charges imposed by the government for 
services, including water, must reflect the reasonable cost of 
providing the service.  Proposition 26, which added Article XIII, 
Section 3, to the California Constitution, requires that government 
charges must reflect “the reasonable cost or value of the activity with 
which the charges are associated.”  Id. at 260.  Government Code, 
section 54999.7(a) provides that fees for a “public utility service, 
other than electricity or gas, shall not exceed the reasonable cost of 
providing the public utility service.”  Even at common law, a rate is 
valid only if it is based “on the cost of service or some other 
reasonable basis.”  City of Inyo v. Pub. Utils. Comm’n (1980) 26 
Cal.3d 154, 159 n.4.  Proposition 26 also puts the burden on the 
government to make this showing.  (Cal. Const., Art. XIII, Sect. 
3(d).)  All these requirements are directly at odds with allowing 
Metropolitan to keep secret information about how it calculates and 
sets its rates and charges. 

Courts have also repeatedly recognized that the public’s right 
to know is particularly heightened where the information sought 
relates to how the government uses public money.  As this Court has 
acknowledged, “[i]t is difficult to imagine a more critical time for 
public scrutiny of its governmental decision-making process than 
when the latter is determining how it shall spend public funds.” 
International Federation of Professional & Technical Engineers, 
Local 21, AFL-CIO v. Superior Court (2007) 42 Cal.4th 319.  See 
also Cal. State Univ., Fresno Ass’n v. Superior Court (2001) 90 
Cal.App.4th 810, 825 [noting the public’s inherent “interest in 
records pertaining to government’s conduct in managing public 
revenues.”]  With Metropolitan’s $1.5 billion annual budget and 
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public revenues at stake, disclosure of the Financial Planning Model 
is crucial. 

Metropolitan has admitted that the Financial Planning Model 
“is used to produce a lot of the documents to provide information to 
the Board about the rate setting and budget process.” (PA 195.)  And 
while the Financial Planning Model is used in the rate setting 
process, it also “does a whole lot more than just set rates.” (PA 193-
194.) Its calculations are “fed into the Revenue Requirements 
Forecast, and is ultimately used to calculate Metropolitan’s cost of 
service.” (Opp., p. 39.) It is also “the budget” and includes 
“everything that goes into make the budget….”  (PA 185-186.)   

Therefore, disclosure is imperative to allow the public to 
review mass financial and usage data, check calculations, compare 
past and potential future charges, run various scenarios and see how 
potential changes may affect rates and charges, see impacts of 
decisions and options on rates and charges, determine how various 
costs are assigned to different rates, and understand how 
Metropolitan has calculated its various forecasts.  (PA 141-142, 148, 
pp. 30-32.)   

Allowing Metropolitan to hide this essential public 
information simply by entering it into Excel, a commercially 
available computer program, is antithetical to both the CPRA and 
the democratic principles on which our nation was founded.  The 
public has the right to verify all the information and calculations 
Metropolitan uses to set its rates and charges.  As a member agency 
of Metropolitan, the Water Authority has not only the right, but a 
duty to its own member agency customers and the 3.3 million 
people it serves to verify the accuracy and legality of Metropolitan’s 
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rates.   Since the Financial Planning Model is the critical tool 
Metropolitan uses in its rate-setting process, it must be disclosed.  

If this is not corrected, the public will never know whether 
Metropolitan has properly allocated its costs or calculated its rates.  
This could result in hundreds of millions, if not billions, of dollars in 
ratepayer overcharges over time.  The potential for waste, fraud and 
abuse makes disclosure essential.  As a large government agency 
with more than 19 million people ultimately paying its rates and 
charges, Metropolitan should welcome, not resist, public scrutiny of 
how it has set its rates and charges. 

CONCLUSION 
For all of the foregoing reasons, Petitioner respectfully 

requests that this Court grant this Petition (or grant and retransfer to 
the Court of Appeal for a decision on the merits) in order “to secure 
uniformity of decision” and “settle an important question of law” 
about both the scope of the CPRA and a requester’s right to a full 
review of its case in the appellate courts.  
 
DATED:  August 31, 2018    Respectfully submitted, 
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